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ABSTRACT

When asked to list some strong materials, people think of
steel, concrete, and wood. In this activity, students learn about the force
of compression and how it acts on structural components through a hands-on
group problem. Using everyday products such as paper, toothpicks, and tape,
students construct a structure that will support the weight of a cylinder
block for 30 seconds. This activity requires a 75-minute time period over
three days for completion. (Author/SOE)

Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be made
from the original document.

Activity: The Squeeze is On

GRADE LEVELS: 6-8

SUMMARY:
If you were asked to list some strong materials you might think of steal, concrete,

and wood. Would you believe that a piece of paper used correctly would support

the full weight of a cinder block? Students will learn about the force of
compression and how it acts on structural components through a hands-on group

problem. Using everyday products such as paper, toothpicks, and tape they will
construct a structure that will support the weight of a cinder block for 30 sec.

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY [1 = Least Difficult: 5 = Most Difficult]
3- average

TIME REQUIRED
2 class periods (50 min each)

1/2

-

1

for discussion & background

information. 1-11/2 for construction & testing of structures

COST
cinder blocks: $2-$3 each

student materials: $2 per class

STANDARDS:
Mass. Science & Technology / Engineering Grades 6-8 / Construction Technologies &
Engineering Design
5.3

Explain how the forces of tension, compression, torsion, bending and shear affect the

performance of bridges.
2.2

Demonstrate methods of representing solutions to a design problem, e.g., sketches,

orthographic projections, multiview drawings.
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2.4

Identify appropriate materials, tools, and machines needed to construct a prototype of a

given engineering design.
2.5

Explain how such design features as size, shape, weight, function and cost limitations

(i.e., ergonomics) would affect the construction of a given prototype.

WHAT WILL THE STUDENTS LEARN?
The students will gain insight into structural supports to withstand compression.

They will develop construction skills. They will learn about the fundamental
loads.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
See Fairly Fundamental Facts about Forces.

MATERIALS:
Cinder blocks, can substitute text books
Per Group:

Piece of wood (smooth flat object to put the cinder blocks on)

(4) 3"x 5" index cards
(1) 8 1/2" x 11" copy paper
(1) 8 1/2" x 11" plastic transparency
12" masking tape

(15) Tooth picks (optional)
(2) Drinking straws (optional)
1 ruler

1 pair of scissors

3-4 pairs of safety glasses

PREPARATION:
Do the "Introduction to Loads on Structures" activity, to help increase what the

students will be able to understand from doing the activity. Gather materialssetup a safe test area.
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DIRECTIONS:
Problem Statement:

Using the material provided, teams of 3-4 will design and build a structure or
structures to hold a concrete cinder block at a height of 3" above the floor for 30
seconds. More cinder blocks will then be added until their structure fails.

Students will have 10 minutes to brainstorm, during which time the students need

to sketch their design ideas. When the time is up they will receive the materials.
The maximum amount of time allowed to build the structure will be 15 minutes.

Testing will take place in the test area where all students are required to wear
safety glasses. Each team will place their structure (s) on the floor and position
the board onto their structure. Once in place two team members will slowly and
carefully lower the block onto the board. Advise the students that they should be

mindful of placing the cinderblock as flat as possible on the board to limit any

twisting forces on their structure. Have the students, not placing the block;
carefully watch their structure to see where and how it fails. After 30 seconds the

solution will be deemed successful and more weight can be added until failure is
achieved.

Morning!! Watch out for your fingers and feet during testing!

INVESTIGATING QUESTIONS:
What is compression and what effect does it have on structures (structural
elements)?

Give examples of compression, and find real life examples of structural elements
that are in compression.
How did your structure fail?

Did it twist or slide to one side as it collapsed? If so what do you think caused
your structure to fail this way?
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Not complete,
difficult to
interpret,

biliniT)i hold fhe
weight of the
board.
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Holds weight of the
board, but fails
under weight of the
cinderblock.

Holds board & cinderblock for
30 sec.

5

Holds more than the board &
cinderblock.

3" from the floor everywhere, reflects
a lot of effort & care put into
constructed, utilized time allotted.

Shows understanding of concepts,
complete, clear, easy to interpret,
and shows creative thought.

Advanced

Proficient

Complete, clear, and'
Shows understanding of
easy to interpret,
concepts complete, clear, and
easy to interpret.

Developing

Beginning

4

1

Weight
(X factor)

Grade Level: 6-8
3

Not 3" from the 3 or less sides not 3" 3" from the floor everywhere,
floor anywhere,
from the floor,
neatly constructed, utilized
rushed, sloppy, wasted time allotted.
time allotted.
wasted time
allotted.

Teacher Comments:

Structure Performance

__

Structure Construction

Design Sketch

'Criteria

2

1

Activity Title: The Squeeze is On

,Rubric for Performance Assessment

SAMPLE RUBRIC:

Subtotal

FAIRLY FUNDAMENTAL FACTS
ABOUT FORCES & STRUCTURES
by Douglas Prime
Tufts University
Center for Engineering Educational Outreach

Everyone knows from experience that a force is a pushing or a pulling action
which moves, or tries to move, an object. Engineers design structures, such as
buildings, dams, planes and bicycle frames, to hold up weight and withstand forces
that are placed on them. An engineer's job is to first determine the loads or
external forces that are acting on a structure. Whenever external forces are applied
to a structure, internal stresses (internal forces) develop inside the materials
that resist the outside forces and fight to hold the structure together. Once an
engineer knows what loads will be acting on a structure, they have to calculate the

resulting internal stresses, and design each structural member (piece of the
structure) so it is strong enough to carry the loads without breaking (or even
coming close to breaking).
The 5 types of loads that can act on a structure are tension,

compression, shear, bending and torsion
1) tension: two pulling forces, directly opposing each other, that stretch
out an object and try to pull it apart (ex. pulling on a rope, a car towing
another car with a chain the rope and the chain are in tension or are
"being subjected to a tensile load")

2000 lbs.

2000 lbs.

inside the molecules are pulling back trying to stay
together and keep from being ripped apart
6
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2) compression: two pushing forces, directly opposing each other, which
squeeze an object and try to squash it (ex. standing on a soda can,
squeezing a piece of wood in a vise both the can and the wood are in
compression or are "being subjected to a compressive load")
2000 lbs.

4-0-÷

2000 lbs.

inside the molecules are pushing back trying to stay
apart and not get crushed

3) shear: two pushing or pulling forces, acting close together but not
directly opposing each other a shearing load cuts or rips an object by
sliding its molecules apart sideways
ex. pruning shears cutting through a branch
paper cutter, cutting paper
(the branch and the paper are "subjected to a shear loading")
inside the molecules hold onto
each other to resist being
slid apart

120 lbs.

I120 lbs.

ex. pulling on two pieces of wood that have been glued together (the
glue joint is "being subjected to a shear loading")
inside the glue joint, the molecules
are trying to hold onto one another to
resist being ripped apart
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A Moment of A Force
Before you can understand the last two types of loads, you need to

understand the idea of a moment of a force. A moment is a "turning
force" caused by a force acting on an object at some distance from a fixed
point. Consider the diving board shown below. The heavier the person,
and the farther he walks out on the board, the greater the "turning force"
which acts on the cement foundation.

d (moment arm)

F

I
cement foundation

(weight of person)

A
diving board

the force (F) produces a moment or "turning force" (M) that tries
to rotate the diving board around a fixed point (A) in this case
the moment bends the diving board

The stronger the force, and the greater the distance at which it acts,
the larger the moment or "turning force" which it produces.

A moment or "turning force" (M) is calculated by multiplying a force
(F) by its moment arm (d) the moment arm is the distance at which
the force is applied, taken from the fixed point:

M=F

d

(as long as the force acting on the object is perpendicular to the object)
8
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If you have a force measured in Newton multiplied by a distance in meters,
then your units for the moment are N-m, read "Newton-meters". If your
force is measured in pounds and you multiply it by a distance given in
inches, then your units will be lb-in., read "pound-inches". The units for
moments can be any force unit multiplied by any distance unit.
4) bending: created when a moment or "turning force" is applied to a
structural member (or piece of material) making it deflect or sag

(bend), moving it sideways away from its original position

a

moment which causes bending is called a bending moment bending
actually produces tension and compression inside a beam or a pole,
causing it to "smile" the molecules on the top of the smile get
squeezed together, while the molecules on the bottom of the smile get
stretched out a beam or pole in bending will fail in tension (break
on the side that is being pulled apart)

ex. a shelf in a book case (& the diving board from previous example)

the top of shelf is in compression & it gets
squeezed together the molecules push back
trying to stay apart
SI

e of book case

F (weight of books)
4-0÷

4-0-0-

-004- -004- -0041111011.

the bottom of shelf is in tension

0

& it gets stretched apart the molecules
other to try pull on each to stay together

a beam is said to "smile" in bending: the top is in
compression & bottom is in tension
9
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Glue stick experiment to show tension and compression created by
bending. Take a glue stick used in a glue gun and use a ruler to mark four
straight 4" lines which run down the length of the stick the lines should be
spaced 90 degrees apart: one on the top, one on the bottom, and one on
each side of the glue stick. Hold the glue stick between a finger and your
thumb, and apply a force to the middle. Notice how the lengths and shapes
of the lines change. What happens to the line on the top of the glue stick
(side where your finger pushes)? What happens to the line on the bottom?
What happens to the lines on the two sides of the glue stick?
ex. a pole holding up a sign

wind load on sign
causes a bending moment
on the sign pole which
tries to rotate the sign
around its foundation

this side of the pole is the
top of the smile it is in
compression and is being
squashed together

this side of the pole is the
bottom of the smile if you
look at it sideways it is in
tension and is being stretched
apart

foundation

10
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5) torsion (twisting): created when a moment or "turning force" is applied
to a structural member (or piece of material) making it deflect at an
angle (twist) a moment which causes twisting is called a twisting or
torsional moment torsion actually produces shear stresses
inside the material - a beam in torsion will fail in shear (the twisting
action causes the molecules to be slid apart sideways)
ex. a pole with a sign handing off one side
steel pole

wind load (F) acts at a distan711Pe
from the center of the pole
causing a twisting moment (M)

mounted to a steel
plate that is bolted to
a cement foundation

Glue stick experiment to show torsion. Again take a glue stick used in
a glue gun and use a ruler to mark a series of straight lines along its length,
similar to the experiment above. Hold one end of the glue stick, and get a
partner to twist the other end as hard as possible. What happens to the
lines on the cilue stick? Imagine that each vertical line represents a line of
glue molecules notice how they have been slid sideways out of

position by the twisting moment
acting inside the material.

this is the sign of shear forces
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